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Abstract— This paper describes the development of nQuire, a software application to guide personal inquiry learning. nQuire provides teacher support for authoring, orchestrating and monitoring inquiries as well as student support for carrying out, configuring and reviewing inquiries. nQuire allows inquiries to be scripted and configured in various ways, so that personally relevant, rather than off-the-shelf inquiries, can be created and used by teachers and students. nQuire incorporates an approach to specifying learning flow that provides flexible access to current inquiry activities without precluding access to other activities for review and orientation. Dependencies between activities are automatically handled, ensuring decisions made by the student or teacher are propagated through the inquiry. nQuire can be used to support inquiry activities across individual, group and class levels at different parts of the inquiry and offers a flexible, web-based approach that can incorporate different devices (smart phone, netbook, PC) and does not rely on constant connectivity.

Index Terms— Fieldwork Learning, Nomadic Learning Environments, Learning Management Systems, Instructor Interfaces, Collaborative Learning Tools, Authoring Tools, Mobile and Personal Devices.

1 INTRODUCTION

Inquiry learning involves learners designing and carrying out investigations in order to acquire knowledge about the domain under study as well as developing skills in the application of the scientific method [1], [2]. Learners however, may have difficulties in undertaking inquiry learning and require additional support [3]. Quintana et al [3] identify three broad aspects of inquiry that can be supported by software: sense-making, process management, and articulation and reflection. Sense-making refers to what they term the “basic operations of scientific inquiry” (p. 344) such as generating hypotheses, designing the experiment and collecting data. Process management describes the means used to plan and keep track of the inquiry. Processes of articulation and reflection include building and critiquing arguments and identifying their strengths and weaknesses. van Joolingen et al [4] identify a need to support regulatory and transformative processes in inquiry learning. Transformative processes are those that yield knowledge and are equivalent to Quintana et al’s [3] categories of sense-making and articulation and reflection. Regulatory processes are those concerned with planning, monitoring and evaluation and align with Quintana et al’s [3] process management category.

nQuire was developed to provide support for inquiry learning and its identified constituent processes, but more specifically for personal inquiry learning in which the interests and concerns of the learner motivate how the inquiry is designed and carried out. This work was conducted in the Personal Inquiry (PI) project. PI was a collaborative research project between the University of Nottingham and The Open University supported by the UK research councils. An overall aim of PI was to design, deploy and evaluate a combination of technology and education for evidence-based learning of personally relevant topics in a scientific way.
Designing and carrying out inquiries that are of greater personal relevance involves taking as a starting point topics and themes of interest to the learner that have an impact on their lives and then formulating inquiries that resonate with these. Inquiry formulation could be carried out by the teacher, drawing on topics of relevance and interest to the students or be more student-led, guided by discussions with the teacher. Personal inquiries incorporate data collection techniques accessible to the students with which they can interrogate their own environment or themselves. This might involve taking sensor readings, collecting interviews or taking photographs. Personal inquiries can encompass familiar contexts such as the home and the local neighbourhood as well as the school and field trip locations. Personal inquiries might involve working with others on shared interests, or individually.

The resulting inquiries are therefore imbued with personal context, in terms of their motivation, how they are conducted and the physical environment in which they are situated. These contrast sharply with many other research initiatives within inquiry learning that tend to focus on simulation environments that can facilitate learner access to and manipulation of more idealised models of behaviour.

Within the PI project we developed nQuire, a web-based software environment to support personal inquiry. As the inquiries are personal, rather than off-the-shelf experiments, support had to be developed to allow teachers to author new technology-mediated inquiries and for students to configure inquiries to meet their own needs. We use the term ‘script’ to refer to a specification of an inquiry that can be implemented in software and used to guide teacher and student inquiry activities. This draws on prior use of the term to describe learning processes such as collaboration scripts.

The authored inquiries needed to provide support for regulatory and transformative processes, appropriate not only for the classroom but also the home and other contexts that may not allow direct teacher intervention. nQuire also needs to provide support for collaboration and sharing as well as working individually. Finally, since inquiries can span contexts, such as school, home and field locations, software support needs to handle mobility, potentially including locations in which network connectivity cannot be guaranteed.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 outlines related work in inquiry learning, learning design and scripting. Section 3 describes the design aims for nQuire. Section 4 presents the main features of nQuire and section 5 discusses examples of its use in practice. This is followed by a summary and outline of future work.

2 RELATED WORK

Inquiry learning is a process by which learning results from designing and carrying out investigations. There have been a number of formulations of the inquiry learning process. Bruce and Bishop [8], drawing on the work of Dewey [1], propose a cyclic model of inquiry in which the learner should progress through the phases of asking, investigating, creating, discussing and reflecting. The learner’s reflections may lead them to ask a new question and perform a further cycle of inquiry. White and Frederiksen [2] also propose a cyclic inquiry model comprising five processes: question, predict, experiment, model and apply. Their model was used within the ThinkerTools curriculum to guide students in learning Newtonian models of force and motion using a computer simulation. Co-Lab [4], also developed to guide inquiry learning from a computer simulation, identifies five inquiry phases: analysis, hypothesis generation, experiment design, data interpretation and conclusion. Within the PI project, Scanlon et al [9] propose an eight phase octagonal model of inquiry that also introduces inquiry phases related to initial topic selection, communication of findings and reflection upon the method of inquiry.

Variations among these proposed models of inquiry originate from their intended contexts of use, such as whether the inquiry is being conducted in a real or simulated environment, the extent to which the domain and methods of inquiry can be manipulated by
the learner and the importance given to the communication and presentation of findings. These variations suggest that there cannot be a single formulation of inquiry learning appropriate across all contexts.

A number of current projects are developing technology support for various forms of scientific inquiry. As part of the LETS GO project, Vogel et al [10] focus on the integration of sensor data within scientific inquiries. Their software, running on Windows smartphones, can be used to integrate sensor streams with time and location information. Web APIs (from e.g. Google Maps) can then be used to construct map and timeline visualisations of the data to support the learner’s analysis.

The SCY (Science Created by You) project aims to develop new approaches to inquiry learning in science for students aged 12 to 18 years [11]. A key concept of SCY is Emerging Learning Objects which are created and shared by learners in the process of inquiry. Students work individually or collaboratively on “missions” such as “how can we produce healthier milk?” that draw on knowledge from different domains, such as mathematics, biology and engineering.

Zhang et al [12] and Looi et al [13] describe a mobile inquiry learning curriculum for primary science. During its design, they took as their starting point an existing school science curriculum and “mobilized” it by analysing its existing learning objectives and constructing an alternative, drawing on the affordances of mobile technology. Students were provided with 1:1 ownership and 24/7 availability of a networked Smartphone device for the duration of a school year. The devices were installed with proprietary learning management software that allowed the student to manage learning goals by specifying what they know, what they want to know and what they have learned. Integrated software tools were provided for activities such as drawing and concept mapping. Students participating in the mobilized curriculum were found to perform better in assessment and foster a positive attitude to mobile learning [13].

An important issue for many inquiry learning applications is how the inquiries to be conducted can be defined or authored by a teacher or learning designer. Within the PI project we drew on the notion of a script. Scripts, primarily used in computer supported collaborative learning (CSCL), prescribe how students should interact and collaborate in order to solve a problem [14]. Classic examples of scripts include the Jigsaw script in which each group member has a subset of the required information [15] and Arguegraph in which students providing conflicting responses to a quiz are selected to work together and attempt to reach consensus [16]. A script is made up of a set of phases [14]. Each phase has a task, a group of learners, a specification of how learners are distributed (e.g. who does what, who has what information) a mode of interaction (e.g. synchronous or asynchronous) and a time specification.

Dillenbourg and Tchounikine [17] distinguish between micro-scripts and macro-scripts. A macro-script specifies a pattern of collaboration enacted in order to produce a desired interaction among the participants. A macro-script could be represented in terms of phases and their key characteristics. Most collaboration scripts work by placing an additional burden on ‘natural’ collaboration. The desired interactions have to be undertaken by the participants in order to compensate for this. For example in the Jigsaw script, required information is distributed, placing an additional burden on participants to explain what they know in order to complete the task. This design principle is known as Split Where the Interaction Should Happen (SWISH) [18]. A macro-script can be contrasted with a micro-script which defines the finer-grained sequencing of operations such as turn-taking behaviour within a dialogue.

Computer support for scripted collaboration needs to be sufficiently flexible to enact the script. Dillenbourg and Tchounikine [17] identify two types of constraint that technology can bring to a collaborative context: intrinsic and extrinsic. Intrinsic constraints are a necessary part of the pedagogy, such as limiting each participants’ access to information at the start of
a Jigsaw script. Extrinsic constraints are due to arbitrary design decisions or limitations of the technology. Software support needs to allow for sufficient flexibility in order to deal with extrinsic constraints. Teachers need flexibility over how the generic script is instantiated and students need freedom over how the task is done so long as the intrinsic constraints are met.

Evidence of the need for this flexibility can be found in systems developed to guide the inquiry process. Later versions of the WISE system [19] for planning and carrying out inquiry learning activities allowed for task order not to be strictly defined, facilitating student agency when order was not a pedagogical constraint. Tsovaltzi et al [20] report on scripting support for scientific inquiry that was found to be too inflexible, not allowing access to prior inquiry phases for review purposes. Therefore, there is a need to allow for inquiries to be specified and presented in a way that does not impose unnecessary constraints and that leaves appropriate options open to the learner.

As well as the potential for introducing extrinsic constraints, the formal specification of a runnable script raises further issues concerned with the expressivity of the notation used to define the script and potential mismatches with how the script is conceptualised. Miao et al [21] identify a number of difficulties with the formal specification of collaboration scripts, including modelling changes in groups over time and modelling artefacts that are created by groups of learners and then shared across activities. Weinbrenner et al [22] discuss their ongoing work in developing ontology support for the formal specification of inquiries in the SCY project. A key feature they identify as not being supported by existing authoring or scripting formalisms is the Emerging Learning Object (see previously), which bears similarities to Miao et al’s [21] notion of learner artefacts shared across activities. This problem also has parallels with previous observations as to the difficulties in specifying data flow in learning design and in particular the passing of student work across activities [23], [24]. A particular challenge in the design of nQuire was how to model and support the flow of data or transformation of objects inherent in inquiry learning, for example from inquiry questions, to experimental design through to interpretations and conclusions.

3 Design Aims

As we aim to support inquiries that are personally relevant, the nQuire software cannot just contain a repository of prepared, off-the-shelf, textbook inquiries but rather needs to provide functionality for the scripting and flexible implementation of inquiries accessible by teachers, learning designers and even students. Teachers can be expected to use functionality for authoring new inquiry structures, monitoring the state of the inquiry for individual or groups of students, and orchestration (i.e. specifying changes to the inquiry state during runtime). Students need functionality for monitoring and carrying out their inquiries and also configuring inquiries such as deciding what to measure and how to analyse the results. However, specific learning contexts may require the teacher to claim or concede more control over the inquiry script. Some examples are presented in section 5. It is also important that this functionality is provided in a way that is flexible and minimizes external constraints, for example by not unnecessarily restricting learner choice.

We know from prior work in inquiry learning that the authored scripts need to support both regulatory and transformative processes, especially as aspects of the inquiry may be carried out in an informal context without available teacher support. The personal inquiry context also necessitates support for both individual and collaborative work on inquiries and the sharing of results. Finally, the software needs to support mobility across learning contexts including the home and school.

In summary, the overall design aims for nQuire are to provide scripting support for personal inquiry learning (for authoring, orchestration, monitoring, configuring and carrying out inquiries) that encompasses regulatory processes, transformative processes, collaboration and mobility.
4 nQuire

In this section we provide an overview of nQuire and how it supports each of these four aspects.

nQuire is built on the PHP-based Drupal open source content management system [25]. Drupal provides in-built support for handling web forms, content presentation, managing users and groups and storing and presenting media. A series of additional nQuire modules build on this functionality. These can be divided into three types. A set of core nQuire modules provide functionality for scripting, storing, navigating and running inquiries. These are a required part of any nQuire installation. A set of activity modules support specific inquiry activities such as data collection, analysis, voting, and uploading presentations. Existing Drupal modules, such as a voting module, can be integrated for use as nQuire activities. Finally, a set of utility modules offer additional functionality such as import, export and synchronisation of inquiries.

4.1 nQuire Interface

A typical nQuire homepage screen for an inquiry is shown in figure 1. The homepage provides an overview of the phases of the inquiry. The one shown in the figure adopts the cyclic, octagonal representation of the inquiry process developed in the PI project [9]. By selecting one of the phases the learner enters a more detailed view of the inquiry, such as the one shown in figure 2. The representation of the overview of inquiry phases is shown top left. This functions as a link back to the inquiry homepage as well as a visual reminder of the inquiry process.

The navigation panel on the left provides a linearised view of the phase diagram where each phase can be opened, like a file browser, to reveal and link to the constituent activities. Thus it functions as a dynamic ‘to do list’ for the user. The current activity (in this case to enter a hypothesis for the inquiry) is displayed in the main area of the screen. The “My progress” bar in the banner at the top represents the temporal stages of the inquiry which could for example correspond to school lessons or homework assignments. The current temporal stage (in this case stage 1) is shown in bold. In figures 1 and 2, three phases of the inquiry are marked with an asterisk. This indicates that each of these phases contains one of more activities that should be undertaken during this stage, in our terminology they are “focal” to this stage.

4.2 Regulatory Processes

Regulatory processes are concerned with managing and understanding flow through the learning activities. For the teacher this generally involves scripting learning flow, making adaptations during the running of scripts and monitoring progress through the script. For the student this involves understanding their current state within the script, reviewing progress so far and planning future activities. Within our approach, each scripted inquiry is comprised of activities. As we have seen in the interface above, activities are organised according to phases of the inquiry. The number of phases and their names is specified in the script. Scripting the inquiry is via a forms-based interface. Figure 3 shows a form for specifying a phase within an inquiry.

The authoring environment provides an interface for viewing and modifying how the activities are structured by the phases and stages of the inquiry (figure 4). In the first column, the activities are organised into phases. Subsequent columns represent the stages of the inquiry with an “edit” link, indicating that the activity represented by that row is focal for that particular stage. The stage and phase structure shown in figure 4 specifies a linear progression through the phases. The activities of the first three phases are carried out the
in first “Preparation” stage. The activities of the “Collect my data” phase are carried out in the second “Run” stage. Activities of the remaining stages are carried out in the “Conclude” stage. The structure of the inquiry may specify activities as being focal for any number of the stages. The inquiry structure may also specify different activities of the same phase being focal in different stages.

[Insert figure 4 about here]

The activities contained within the inquiry can, at any time, have one of four statuses: start, edit, view or unavailable. The status of an activity is represented to the learner in the interface using one of the icons shown in table 1. Each activity has a pre-defined status at the start of the inquiry. For example, some teacher-prepared instructions could have a status of ‘view’, some initial activities may have a status of ‘start’ and others may be unavailable. There are three ways in which the status of an activity can change during the running of an inquiry: when an activity is started, when the inquiry stage is changed, and manually by the teacher.

[Insert table 1 about here]

First, the inquiry script, as well as giving the initial status for each activity, specifies for each type of activity how its status changes once it has been started. Generally, an activity can be expected to move to edit status once started. For example, a student might start their hypothesis activity by entering an initial version of it. The hypothesis then changes automatically to edit status and can be modified by the student later.

Second, the status of the activity may change depending on whether it is focal for the current stage. When the teacher changes the inquiry stage (e.g. from lesson one to lesson two), the status of activities is updated depending on whether they are focal within the new stage. By default, activities have a status of ‘start’ or ‘edit’ when focal for a stage and ‘view’ or ‘unavailable’ when not, with edit-view and start-unavailable being paired states. Specifying activity status (and therefore access) in this way has two advantages. First, the teacher can make any number of activities available at one time, leaving choice for the learner. Second, it naturally distinguishes between doing and reviewing the activities of an inquiry, allowing teachers to maintain access to non-focal activities for review by students while undertaking their current activities.

The third way in which the status of an activity can be changed is manually by the teacher. The default changes in activity status can be customised in the script for any particular activities or types of activity. For example, the teacher may specify a data collection stage in which data points can be added and edited (e.g. while on a field trip). When moving onto the data analysis stage, the teacher may choose to keep the data editable (though not in focus) in order that the student can fix errors in the data spotted during analysis. Figure 5 shows the interface available to the teacher to change stage during the running of the inquiry. The teacher can select a single stage (from the pull down menu) as being current. The teacher can also choose to keep additional stages within focus. This is part of the intended flexibility of the system and allows the teacher to open multiple stages of the inquiry to allow some students to catch up or move ahead within the inquiry. By selecting on an activity the teacher can also see the status of each participant (whether an individual or group of students) and manually change their status (figure 6).

[Insert figure 5 about here]
In summary, the nQuire approach to scripting regulatory processes allows the inquiry phases, their presentation and the temporal stages to be defined. Activities are organised according to stages and phases though there are opportunities to improvise around this by, for example, keeping multiple stages in focus and manually changing access for particular students. Scripting support for focal and non-focal activities recognises the importance of allowing students to review and orient themselves within the inquiry process as well as highlighting access to current activities.

4.3 Transformative Processes

Activities are used to generate artefacts during the inquiry, such as notes, questions, data, graphs and presentations. There are two main types of activities. First, there are generic activities such as making notes, sharing a presentation or uploading media related to the topic. Second, there are activities specifically related to inquiry such as data collection and interpretation – in line with Quintana et al’s [3] “basic operations of scientific inquiry”. The generic activities create artefacts, such as presentations and notes, but are stand-alone, and do not automatically pass content to other activities. The inquiry-related activities share data according to an underlying data model of the inquiry process. This allows, for example, for the selection of measures when designing the investigation to configure data collection activities in order to reflect the choice made by the student. Similarly, the model allows the results of data collection activities to be made available in an appropriate form within data analysis activities. Similar to Roschelle et al’s [26] T-Spaces it provides a shared memory across activities, though with a structure specialised for inquiry learning.

The underlying data model is shown in figure 7. Each inquiry may use a hypothesis activity that the learner can use to create, edit and view their hypothesis. Each key question can be associated with a number of key answers.

A personal inquiry is defined by selecting and organising measures made available to the inquiry. Available measures could be sensor readings, interview questions, image upload, audio recordings, etcetera. Each available measure has a data type (e.g. number, text, list of options) and a mode of presentation (e.g. single or multi-line text box, pull down menu, file upload dialogue). For available measures that are a list of options, additional data can be associated with each option. For example, if the options are a list of locations at which climate readings can be taken, then GPS location data could be associated with each option. This would allow the students to visualise the data on a map without entering coordinate information themselves. Similarly, if the inquiry involved selecting foodstuffs that had been eaten (e.g. cereal, apple, cola, etc.) as part of a dietary analysis, each food item could be associated (manually by the teacher or from a database) with information on calories or nutrient intake, without this data having to be entered by the student. This additional information could be summed and presented during data collection and analysis.

Available measures can be created by the teacher or student (this will be discussed in section 5). The same measures may be used in many student inquiries. Figure 8 shows the interface of the activity for selecting measures. Some of the selected measures can be defined as key measures. Operationally, these are essentially the independent variables of the investigation (though the assumption that they are controlled by the experimenter need not necessarily hold) in that they are used to organise the data and used as x-axes when generating charts of the data. An example of this is shown later when discussing how results presentations are generated.
Data collection activities are structured according to the selected measures. In the example data collection activity shown in figure 9 the measures and their order reflects the choice made in the selected measures activity shown in figure 8. This has similarities to the approach described by Giemza et al [27] in which they provide an authoring tool that is used to generate a data collection form. However, our approach allows the definition of individual measures to be saved as available measures and reused across inquiries.

By default, the set of collected data items for an inquiry are presented in a sortable list, each data entry having a title reflecting its values for the one or more key measures of the inquiry (figure 10). For many inquiries, one data entry activity may be expected for any combination of values for the key measures, for example, a set of dependent measures taken at each of a number of times and/or locations.

For some inquiry designs, multiple data entries may be collected for the same combination of key measure values. For example, a healthy eating inquiry may have date and meal as key measures and record a number of food items and their quantity. nQuire can provide some custom views for entering and navigating this data. Figure 11 shows the custom data collection interface used for a healthy eating inquiry in which the ingredients of each meal can be specified. Additional information associated with the selected food items automatically populates the dietary information table shown at the bottom of the figure.

Presentations of the results can be generated by specifying and ordering a subset of the selected measures. Each results presentation is associated with a key question. Figure 12 shows a results presentation charting temperature across locations. It has been associated with the key question “How will temperature vary across the locations?” As location was previously specified as a key measure and the temperature measure is defined as numeric data, the results presentation activity automatically provides a bar chart of the results with location on the x-axis and temperature on the y-axis.

If coordinate information is included in the key measures then the results are also provided in a KML format that can be visualised in Google Earth. Presentation of results can also provide data comparisons. For a healthy eating investigation, for example, the student daily nutrient intake is compared to the recommended nutrient intake suggested by the Food Standards Agency. Data activities also provide support for data import as well as export. nQuire can be used in conjunction with Sciencescope dataloggers to automatically add data into the inquiry.

Where possible the set of inquiry-related activities can still be used when other activities with which they have potential dependencies are omitted. Inquiries can and have been used that omit the key questions and key answers, just having a hypothesis and conclusion. In this case the result presentation activity can still be used, but there is no option to associate each set of results with a key question.
In summary, nQuire contains an extensible set of activities that can be used within inquiry scripts. A set of activities directly related to the inquiry process automatically share data. This facilitates the transformative process of the inquiry from hypothesis, through data collection and analysis, to conclusion. Configuring an inquiry, by adding new available measures and using them to design the inquiry, makes it possible for students to design and carry out a broad range of inquiries within the same overall script. This support for scripting and configuring transformative processes provides teachers and students agency and frees them from an off-the-peg set of inquiries.

4.4 Collaboration and Sharing

nQuire provides support for both working individually and within defined collaborative structures. When defining collaborative learning activities in schools, particularly in terms of collaboration scripts, three social planes on which activity takes place can be identified: individual, group and class [18] in which groups are a distinct subdivision of the class. Groups and their membership can be expected change over time, for example to fit particular group-based activities or in response to student absences from class.

Within nQuire, collaboration is scripted according to these three social planes. The script defines for each activity who can carry it out and who will be able to access the result. This information is displayed to the user whenever they are starting or editing an activity, using messages in the style “Being done by my group. Will be seen by my class.” The example data entry activity shown in figure 9 is both performed and seen on the group level. The group of participants accessing the results can be the same or broader than the group who carried out the activity. For example an individual can carry out an activity (such as entering a piece of data) which then becomes available to his or her group. However, a group cannot collaboratively enter data that is then only accessible to a member of that group.

With generic activities, such as adding a presentation, this functionality can be used to create and publish information within the class. For example, an activity could contain a presentation that can only be created and edited by the teacher but is accessible to the whole class. Similarly, each group could make a presentation about their inquiry that is then visible to the whole class.

When used in conjunction with the inquiry-specific activities (such as selecting measures, and collecting and analysing data), the three social planes can be used to create different distributions of activities across the inquiry, such as the one shown in figure 13. Here, deciding on a hypothesis and data analysis are done individually, data is collected in groups and experimental design is done on a class level. In this case, each group collects data according to the design specified on the class level. Each student then analyses their group’s data individually. Alternatively, activities concerned with defining and choosing measures could be specified on the group level. In this case each group would be designing and running their own experiment. More examples of inquiries differing in terms of the social planes on which activities are carried out can be found in section 5.

The majority of trials we have conducted with nQuire have involved relatively stable group compositions throughout the inquiry, in which all activities carried out on the group social plane are constituted using the same participant groups. This preference for a more stable group structure originated from the teachers. However, nQuire also allows different group compositions (called groupings) to be used in different parts of the inquiry. The part of the inquiry might be a particular temporal stage, inquiry phase or activity.

This can be used to script SWISH-style collaborative patterns [18]. As described in section 2, membership changes in successive group configurations can be used to engineer splits, in for example goals or background knowledge of group members. These splits require collaboration in order to be resolved. Similar
patterns can be embedded within nQuire scripts. For example, in the first stage of the inquiry, students could be given different background materials to read depending on group composition. Different materials may suggest alternative inquiry methods or questions. In a second stage, in which the students design the inquiry, an alternative grouping of students could be used. Each new group would have to reach a consensus across the background materials presented. Similarly, the script could be used to regroup students between data collection and analysis, this partial rotation of students bringing a fresh perspective to the data during the analysis phase.

In summary, nQuire scripts can be used to represent activities on three social planes: individual, group and class. The script can distinguish the plane on which the activity is carried out from the plane on which the result of the activity is viewed. This supports information sharing and publishing among inquiry participants. When used in conjunction with transformative processes, the script can be used to create different patterns of collaboration across the inquiry. Scripting different groupings allows personal inquiry equivalents of many collaboration scripts to be authored.

4.5 Mobility

nQuire offers an approach to mobility though does not necessarily require constant connectivity. Our experiences, reported by Gaved et al [7], indicate the need to have alternative ways of operationalising the inquiry in terms of devices and connectivity and the ability to flexibly move between these depending on circumstances (e.g. unavailability of a network).

Within the trials of the PI project we used three different kinds of infrastructure. First, when internet connectivity could be reasonably guaranteed, such as in the classroom or in the homes of some students, mobile devices, such as netbooks, or desktop PCs were used as clients to assess the inquiry from a central server. This approach was generally used during the analysis and writing up phases of the larger inquiries which were generally classroom-based. Second, when participants were distributed but did not need to synchronously share information across devices, the local installation of nQuire was used on netbooks, and then later synchronised with the central server. This approach was used for collecting environmental data across various field locations. Third, a mobile server with wireless connectivity was used for some field activities in which all students were contained within a reasonably small and open area. This third approach allows intranet connectivity between the participants (e.g. allowing them to see each other’s contributed data) using mobile devices as web clients. The mobile server is then synchronised with the central server after the data has been collected.

During trials, this range of options allowed us to improvise and continue when unexpected networking problems arose. This included continuing to work on an inquiry on the school premises when a power cut prevented connectivity through the school network. The interface snapshots in the previous figures show the nQuire interface design optimised for desktops and netbooks. nQuire also has a custom mobile interface with optimised navigation and layout. This can be used, for example, when collecting observational data using a smartphone (see figure 14).

5 USING nQuIRE TO SUPPORT PERSONAL INQUIRY

nQuire was developed through a process of design-based research [28], [29] in which our conceptualisation of personal inquiry learning and how it should be supported motivated design decisions in nQuire which were then tested in school-based trials. In total seven major trials were conducted over a 2.5 year period. These covered a range of inquiries within the science and geography disciplines such as microclimates, healthy eating, bird feeding and sustainability. The first two trials focussed on data collection and analysis activities and allowed us to develop and test the presentation and navigation of activities, the design of forms, data entry and the presentation of results in
tables, charts and on maps. The subsequent trials fo-
cussed on developing the inquiry structure, in terms
of phases and stages and using this for interface struc-
ture and navigation. The final trials introduced the
underlying data model and the broader range of activ-
ities having dependencies to this model.

In all, three main approaches to the authoring and
configuration of scripts have been used across these
trials. These differ in terms of the level of agency they
provide to the students participating in the inquiries.
First, nQuire has been used to script inquiries in par-
ticipation with the teacher. Here, the structure of the
inquiry was specified in terms of stages, phases and
activities. Activities concerned with experimental de-
sign (i.e. the defining and selection of measures) were
then used by the teacher to configure the inquiry de-
sign on behalf of the class. The inquiry was then con-
ducted by the class. In this context, nQuire is being
used by the teacher to completely script the inquiry
for the whole class. This approach was used in a cli-
mate inquiry which involved data collection by stu-
dents walking across the centres of two towns [30],
[31]. The structure of the inquiry and the experi-
mental design were scripted in participation with the
teachers. The prepared structure was then used to
guide the students through data collection and analy-

Second, nQuire has been used to script the inquiry
structure and pre-specify available measures and hy-
potheses from which the students themselves can
select. Choices made by the students individually and
in groups and key questions added by the student are
used to structure their activities concerned with data
collection, presentation and concluding their inquiry.
In this context, the script is being used to scope the
inquiry and provide options for the student that guide
their later activities. This approach was used for a cli-
mate inquiry around the school grounds in which stu-
dents made choices in the classroom, used nQuire on
netbooks to guide their data collection while walking
around the school grounds and then undertook results
analysis back in the classroom [32].

Third, we have ran more open-ended inquiries in
which the students could pick their own topic, design
their own experiment, and collect and interpret their
own data. This was carried out as part of an after-
school geography club around the topic of sustainabil-
ity [33]. Here, nQuire assisted the students in formul-
ating their own inquiry design and modified the struc-
ture of the inquiry in response to their decisions. In
this scenario, much of the inquiry design was done in
the after-school club with assistance and input from
the teachers. Data collection was carried out inde-
pendently outside of school by the students, support-
ed by the software and netbooks. In this final case, the
initial script provides an inquiry shell and the design of
the inquiry is under the control of the students.

This illustrates ways in which the software provides
an approach to the scripting and configuration of in-
quiries that is accessible to teachers and students.
Further details on the trials as well as an online demo
and software download of nQuire are available from
www.nquire.org.uk.

6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
nQuire provides an approach to scripting personal
inquiry learning, with a particular emphasis on regula-
tory processes, transformative processes, collabora-
tion and mobility. nQuire allows inquiries to be script-
ed and configured in various ways, in order that per-
sonally relevant, rather than off-the-shelf inquiries can
be created and used by teachers and students. An im-
portant aim of nQuire was to design for flexibility
whether through providing access to non-focal activi-
ties for review, allowing teachers and students to con-
figure inquiries, or to improvise when network con-
nectivity fails.

Scripting is via a conventional forms-based inter-
face and makes use of a set of constructs such as
phases, stages, activities, activity status and group-
ings. These constructs are relatively atomic and focus
on the mechanics of the script. A valuable extension
to nQuire would be to devise a way of representing
scripts abstracted from the operational level and
more focussed on explicating the pedagogical objec-
tives of the script. Drawing on the distinction made in section 2, this new representation could essentially be thought of as a macro-script [17], framing the current nQuire constructs as the language of a micro-script for personal inquiry learning.

The nQuire macro-script could be used in three ways. First, it could be used to provide authoring support for teachers. This would allow the script to be partially specified pedagogically, with further implementation decisions taken on the micro-scripting level. This would bear certain similarities to the Domain Specific Modelling (DSM) approach proposed by Miao et al [34] however, the motivation would be to provide two complementary vocabularies appropriate for expressing pedagogical and operational concerns rather than because the operational level was necessarily inaccessible to end-users. Currently, nQuire can provide this pedagogical layer to some extent through a set of reusable inquiry scripts that exemplify particular pedagogical decisions, though these decisions are not currently explicit within the script.

Second, the macro-script could be used to help the monitoring of inquiries. Currently, the teacher can use tools such as the activity monitor shown in figure 6 to see the status of activities and well as viewing the content of student work. Allowing the teacher to easily visualize during runtime interesting patterns in student behaviour on the macro-script level would allow them to identify and respond to pedagogically significant states. These patterns could be in the state or interaction history of a single student or across a number of students in the class. These could be difficult to identify in-situ from atomic components of the inquiry.

Third, the macro script could assist improvisational, contingent orchestration [35] during the running of an inquiry by not only assisting in the identification of interesting patterns but also in making pedagogically meaningful responses. Often these patterns can be expected to signify breakdowns in the inquiry process that the additional macro-script component would be intended to remedy. This can be thought of as the converse of the SWISH-style script [18] in which a conflict is engineered. As we have witnessed during the extensive trials of the project, personal inquiry learning scenarios carried out in real world settings can often generate their own conflicts. Examples include different students taking wildly different readings in the same context or making conflicting interpretations of the same data. Personal inquiry macro-scripts could be used to identify and turn these situations into pedagogically constructive events. For example, two groups of students with wildly differing data could have a macro-script component added to their inquiry that guides them through investigating differences in how their data was collected.

A pedagogical user community is currently being built around the current nQuire software and lesson plans. This community could allow us to start to explore the value of personal inquiry macro-scripts for authoring, monitoring and orchestration.
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TABLE 1
THE TYPES OF STATUS FOR AN ACTIVITY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Status label</th>
<th>Interface icon</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unavailable</td>
<td></td>
<td>Not available yet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Start</td>
<td></td>
<td>You can start this activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edit</td>
<td></td>
<td>You can edit this activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>View</td>
<td></td>
<td>You can view this activity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 1. Home page for a microclimates inquiry showing eight inquiry phases visually represented as a cycle.

Fig. 2. A ‘Decide by question or hypothesis’ phase with the ‘My hypothesis’ activity being carried out.
Fig. 3. Specifying a new phase for an inquiry.
Fig. 4. Defining the phases and stage of an inquiry.

Fig. 5. Setting the current stage and other focal stages of the inquiry.
Fig. 6. Monitoring and changing activity status for inquiry participants.
Fig. 7. The data model supporting transformative processes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key measures</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Choose from: Grass by reception, Football pitch, Lockers, Sports Centre, Car park, Sports hall, Gym, Canteen, Games area, Assembly hall, Arts block</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Selected measures</td>
<td>Temperature</td>
<td>A number measured in Celsius (°C) using Thermometer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Light</td>
<td>A number measured in Lux (lx) using Light meter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notes</td>
<td>Text using nQire tool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not used</td>
<td>Windspeed</td>
<td>A number measured in Radians per second (rad-s⁻¹) using Anemometer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Humidity</td>
<td>A number measured in Percentage (%) using Humidity sensor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Image of location</td>
<td>Upload an Image using Camera</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 8. Selecting from the available measures of the inquiry.
Fig. 9. A data entry activity.
Fig. 10. A generic data management activity.
Fig. 11. A custom data management activity used for a food diary inquiry.

Fig. 12. A results presentation activity.
Fig. 13. Example activity distribution used for a microclimates inquiry.
Fig. 14. The mobile equivalent of the inquiry home page as shown in figure 1.